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One of the benefits of employing the use of a donor advised fund (DAF) in a charitable giving strategy is 
that, in certain scenarios, it can be utilized to separate tax strategy from charitable giving strategy. 
Because a donor always receives the tax benefits of contributing to a DAF in the year that the gift is 
made, this makes a DAF a viable recipient for directing charitable donations as part of an annual tax 
strategy. At the same time, the distributions from the DAF to other charitable organizations can be 
made over time, in some cases years after the initial gift is made to the donor advised fund. It is this 
space between the original gift and the final distribution that allows for the separation of tax and 
charitable planning. Let’s take a look at three different scenarios to see how this might work in the real 
world. 
 
Scenario 1: Mary needs to make a charitable tax deduction this year, but hasn’t decided on a designated 
charity. 
 
In this scenario, our client Mary, is reviewing her current tax situation with her accountant who has 
determined that she should make a $25,000 gift to charity in order to offset some of her income for the 
current year. While Mary would like to make this charitable donation, she doesn’t currently have a 
relationship with any charities and, as a result, is uncertain where to donate the gift. By donating to a 
donor advised fund before the end of the year, Mary receives a current year tax deduction, then can 
take time to research charities of interest to her while her original gift continues to grow. Over time, she 
can advise on how to distribute the funds within her DAF as she determines charities that are of interest 
to her. 
 
Scenario 2: Mary needs a large charitable deduction this year, but doesn’t feel comfortable donating a 
large dollar amount to a single charity all at once. 
 
Mary typically gives to a few small, local charities and has concerns about their ability to handle a large 
donation as well as the perception should she suddenly write them a large check. In this scenario, let’s 
assume that Mary received a windfall income this year and, as a result, her accountant recommended a 
sizeable charitable donation of $250,000 be made in order to offset some of that income. Again, Mary 
can donate to her DAF this year. Then over a series of years, she can advise multiple smaller gifts be 
made to the charities of her choice. Her privacy is maintained regarding the windfall event, and the 
charities can continue to operate normally without any potential disruption. 
 
Scenario 3: Mary would like to accumulate her annual charitable gifts over a period of multiple years in 
order to make a single, larger gift. 
 
DAFs can also be used to accumulate many years of smaller charitable contributions in order to make a 
single, large donation. In this scenario, Mary would like to make a sizeable donation to her alma mater, 
perhaps with the intent of receiving larger recognition than she otherwise would receive for a smaller, 
annual gift. In this instance, Mary can make her regular annual charitable contributions to her DAF and 
let them grow within the account; then after several years, when the balance is large enough, Mary can 



advise that it be directed toward her alma mater. With this larger, single gift, Mary can have more 
impact than she otherwise might have with a series of smaller, annual contributions. 
 
A great benefit of incorporating a DAF into your annual tax and charitable planning is that it effectively 
allows you to separate the tax decisions that need to be made this year from the process of identifying 
and directing gifts toward charitable beneficiaries. In doing so, you can focus on optimizing your tax 
strategy in the current year, then over time, optimize your charitable giving strategy in a way that makes 
the most sense for you and the final recipients.    


